BETTER SERVICE, LOWER COST

The Department of General Services provides essential operational services to all state agencies. Volume discounts and other cost-avoiding strategies ensure state government is operating efficiently and effectively, and saving money for taxpayers.

Prints and mails over 20 million pieces of correspondence to citizens each year.

DGS helps state agencies inform Tennessee citizens.

To date, we have achieved $117,262,966 in cost savings through fiscal year 2021. (July '20-Dec.'21)

The VAM state surplus team supported STREAM with the recycling and sales of more than 38,000 square feet of furniture and office equipment in 2020. They continue to support these efforts.

Tennessee places more federal surplus equipment with local municipalities than any other state. This helps local governments avoid costs and operate more efficiently.

Reduced the use of Tennessee’s real estate portfolio by 26,299 SF in 2021.